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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study is to present rhetorical
strategies for pre-writing which will activate more of the

brain's capacities by using the processing modes associated
with both hemispheres of the brain.

Brain research shows

that the right and left hemispheres of the brain process
information in different ways.

The left hemisphere pro

cesses predominately analytically while the right hemisphere
processes predominately holistically.

Yet the teaching of

writing traditionally considers the processing modes of the

left hemisphere without considering the processing modes of
the, right hemisphere.

This study has organized these

rhetorical strategies into two categories;
and heuristics.

brainstorming

Each strategy will include a description

and an explanation of how the strategy encourages the coop
eration of the processing modes of both the right and left
hemispheres of the brain.
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INTRODUCTION

William F. Irmscher, author of The Holt Guide to English,

confessed to those assembled at the Opening General Session

of the 1979 CCCC Convention in Minneapolis that in junior
high he was a 'non-writer.' How could this have been?
Irmscher explained that he didn't know "what to write" in

response to the assignments given (Irmscher, p. 243).

He did

not suffer from a lack of knowing how to write, but rather
from a lack of knowing what to write.

Numbers of writers have commented on the same problem.

David Harrington, author of "Encouraging Honest Inquiry in

Student Writing," states that the major cause of anxiety and
inadequate content in student writing is the student * s in

ability to find "something of substance and value to say"

(Harrington, p. 182).

Likewise, Mina Shaughnessy tells us

that students * writing often shows a lack of thought arising
from the fact that many students begin writing before they
even begin thinking about what they will say.

This is what

Shaughnessy calls "premature formulation"--when students
begin to write before their ideas have undergone a period of

incubation (Shaughnessy, p. 235).
This problem of discovering content faced orators, the

counterpart to today's writers, over two thousand years ago.

To prevent rambling, boring, unconvincing speeches, orators

employed rhetorical strategies to focus their speeches and
strengthen their cause.

To discover what to say, that is

what arguments to use, Aristotle led his fellow orators

through a series of topics, or topoi--places in the mind

from which various lines of argument could be drawn upon at
will according to need.

Cicero went one step further by

devising a mnemonic to keep all of these strategies organized

in the orator's mind.

He employed the spatial metaphor of a

house to depict places where images are stored.

By walking

through the house, the orator could recall each argument as
he travelled from room to room of this familiar structure.

Today's student writers also need rhetorical strategies
to help them discover what to say and how to say it.

I will

use the term "rhetorical strategies" specifically to mean
strategies of invention~-or Inventio in the classical view of
rhetoric--which stress the Isocratic view of rhetoric as a

means of discovering, framing, and expressing what is in

one's mind.

Such rhetorical strategies could help Students

to probe their subjects, to uncover what they already know
about a subject and to discover what they can still learn

about that subject.

Further, these strategies could help

students form relationships among the details of the informa

tion and even draw hypotheses concerning those details.
According to current brain research, which I will dis

cuss in the following' section of this work, the thinking

skills of recalling details and formulating relationships
among those details involve cooperation of the right and left

hemispheres of the brain.

What has happened in the teaching

of writing, particularly in the area of pre-writing activi
ties, however, is that most strategies taught deal primarily
with only one hemisphere of the brain.

For example, a typical California state-adopted English
text, Building English Skills, McDougal, Littell, 1981, con
tains two pre-writing activities.

Both of these activities-

listing of topics and listing of details to support those
topics--involve processing information in a logical, sequen

tial manner.

Sequential processing, according to the re

search discussed in this work under a section entitled "A

Review of Brain Research," is believed to be centered in the
left hemisphere.

I contend that without the combined efforts

of the right hemisphere's talent for synthetic processing,
many student writers will not form patterns with that infor
mation, will not formulate hypotheses about that information,

and will instead write a logical but boring account of the

information.

Since good writing uses both processing modes,

teachers and students need to be aware of strategies that
will encourage hemispheric cooperation.

I will present rhetorical strategies for the pre

writing stage which will activate more of the brain's capac
ities by using the processing modes associated with both

hemispheres of the brain.

I will divide these strategies

into two categories:
involving heuristics.

those involving brainstorming and those
My format for each strategy will

include first a description of the Strategy and second an

explanation of how the strategy encourages the cooperation of
the processing modes of both the right and left hemispheres
of the brain.

it is my hope that teachers of all disciplines will
expose their students to many, if not all, of these rhetori
cal strategies, thus increasing the possibility that their
students will discover that they do, indeed., have something

of value to say and the strategies with which to say it.

A REVIEW OF BRAIN RESEARCH

Although there are inherent problems, research into
brain functioning has delivered important information.

Clinical observations of patients suffering from damage to
one or the other hemispheres of the brain have been accumu

lating since the mid-19th century.

Patients observed usually

suffered from massive brain damage or inoperable lesions to
the brain.

The numbers of such patients increased after each

war as more people suffered from war-related wounds.

Gener

alizations were being made about the functioning of the
normal brain by noting the observable activities of these

brain-damaged patients.

Serious methodological probieras,

inherent in trying to determine the functions of each hemi
sphere merely by observing patients who have suffered hemi

spheric damage, plagued this type of research.

For example,

it V7as difficult to assess the location and size of the

damage and even more difficult to find two patients with
exactly the same type and extent of damage on the same hemi
sphere of the brain.

Furtherraore, researchers realized the

inadequacy of inferring hemispheric functions by dealing with
only the deficiencies of the damaged parts of the brain.

Thus, any conclusions arrived at were considered suspect and
unreliable.
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It was not until the 1950's when the historic splitbrain operation was performed to prevent the spread of
uncontrollable epilepsy from one hemisphere to the other

(called a commissurotomy in which the corpus callosum between
the cortical hemispheres is severed) that clinical research

could be done which could compare the positive competence of

one hemisphere to the other.

Such research, performed on

sixteen commisisurotomy patients of neurosurgeons Phillip
J. Vogel and Joseph E, Bogen in Roger Sperry's lab at the

California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, yielded inter
esting findings.

The main technique used for studying these

patients was developed and used by Dr. Sperry and his asso

ciates over an eighteen year period.

An examiner, iising a

tachistoscope, an apparatus which rapidly displays an object
or groups of letters, would flash a picture to the left half

of the visual field, which is processed in the right half—
or hemisphere~-of the brain.

The examiner would also flash

pictures to the right half of the visual field Which would

be processed in like manner in the left hemisphere.
The results of this research showed the left hemisphere
to be linguistic, analytic, logical, sequential and con
structive.

It controlled speech, writing, and calculation,

and it processed information analytically.

The right hemi

sphere was shown to be visual-spatial, holistic, synthetic,
and perceptual.

Predominantly mute and generally inferior

in all performances involving language or linguistics or

mathematical reasoning, the right hemisphere processed
information holistically.

Furthermore, although language

was found to be processed in both hemispheres, the left hemi

sphere showed a strong domiuance over the right hemisphere
(Sperry, p. 5-18).

In 1970, Dr. Eran Zaidel, a former student of Sperry's
and a researcher at California Institute of Technology,

Pasadena, California, performed further tests on three splitbrain patients using a specialized contact lens which he

developed.

By blocking out sections of the visual field,

this contact lens enabled researchers to get complex and pro

longed information to one hemisphere at a time. -Along with
substantiating the belief that language is processed in both
hemispheres, he concluded that the importance is not where
information is processed in the brain but how it is pro
cessed.

The right hemisphere, according to Zaidel's research,
processes Information in a holistic manner.

That is, it can

perceive an apparently disorganized or unrelated group of
parts as a meaningful whole.

It further pbssesses the capac

ity to predict or construct a whole picture from incomplete
or limited material.

The left hemisphere processes informa

tion in a more part-specific manner.

This processing mode

allows the subject to see the parts of a configuration but

does not allow him or her to project how those parts could

fit together (Zaidel, p. 31).

Zaidel's interest in connecting language functions and
cognitive functions of the hemispheres led him to form the

analogy that the right hemisphere^ then, recognizes units-
spoken or printed words--as whole patterns or gestalts with
out being able to divide and analyze them into their compo

nents.

The left hemisphere, on the other hand, decodes words

and sentences by feature analysis (Zaidel, p. 31).

An under

standing of these two processing modes could prove crucial
to the teaching of language, especially writing, if we are

to create pre-writing rhetorical strategies which involve
both information processing modes of the two hemispheres.
The concept of cerebral hemisphericity according to
information processing modes was further tested by

Dr. Gillian Cohen of the Department of Experimental Psychol

pgy at the University of, Oxford, Oxford, England, in the
early 1970's.

Well aware of the findings of Sparry, Zaidel

and their colleagues from their research with coraraissurotoray

patients, Cohen wanted to test "normal" subjects who had no
history of epilepsy or any brain traumas.

His aim was to

supply the missing link con,necting hemispheric functions
directly to the mode of information processing.

Cohen first experimented with six students between the
ages of 17 and 25.

Using a taschistoscope and charting the

reaction rate of his subjects to various stimuli for both
the right and left field of vision, he performed 288 experi
mental trials on each subject in three separate sessions.

He concluded that the left hemisphere, which was superior in

the recognition of verbal material, processes information

analytically in what he called a "serial" or sequential
processing mode.

The right hemisphere, which was superior

in the recognition of non-verbal or visual material, proces
ses information holistically in what he called a "parallel"

or simultaneous processing mode (Cohen, p. 349).
Cohen replicated this study three times using six new
students each time for a total of 640 experimental trials.

These replications confirmed that each hemisphere processes
information in a different manner--the left heraisphere in a

"serial^' processing mode and the right hemisphere in a
"parallel" processing mode (Cohen, p. 349-55).
Research done by Jefre Levy of the Department of Be

havioral Sciences at the University of Chicago (and a former

student under Roger Sperry) further supports the belief that
the two hemispheres of the brain serve different functions

through different information processing modes.

In the late

1970*s, Levy tested 73 "normal" subjects with a series of
visual field stimuli.

Using the tachistoscopic method of

flashing syllables and dots to each visual field, Levy tested
their ability to perform language functions (in theory, a

left hemisphere activity). She calculated the superiority
of the left hemisphere to perform the language functions and
the right hemisphere to perform the visuo-spatial functions

and, in addition, confirmed that the right heraisphere

processes information in a holistic manner while the left

hemisphere processes in a sequential manner (Levy, p. 285
96).
Recent research connects cerebral heraisphericity to

composing.

Benjamin Glassner and Janet Emig tested the

hypothesis that extensive writing, Eraig's term for writing
which is intended to convey information already familiar and
formulated by the writer to another, and reflexive writing,

Emig's term for writing which is intended to explore meanings
and feelings, are processed in different hemispheres of the
brain.

Placing electrodes symmetrically over the right and

left temporal areas of thirty students between the ages of
18 and 22, Glassner and Emig recorded and analyzed hemi

spheric activity measured by an electroencephalograph (EEG)
during the composing process.

They combined this information

with extensive observations of the students while they were
composing.

Their findings suggest that these two modes of composing
are, indeed, processed in separate hemispheres of the brain.

When the writing was focused on information already familiar

to the writer (extensive writing), the writing showed more
concern with surface features and left hemisphere activity

was noted.

When the writing was focused more on discovering

and translating feeling into language (reflexive writing),
the writing required more pausing time for conscious thought

and right hemisphere activity was noted (Glassner, p. 79,83).
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Evidence from these separate sources indicates that each

hemisphere of the brain does, indeed, perform different
functions through different prpcessing modes.

However,

research also reveals that hemispheric interplay or crossover

of hemispheric functions allows for cooperation of the hemi

spheres.

Although each hemisphere has specialized functions

and processing modes, each hemisphere can assume some of the
functions of the other.

Research done by Jerre Levy and colleague Colwyn
Trevarthen on split-brain patients shows cooperation of the
hemispheres.

Levy and Trevarthen constructed chiraeric

figures from drawings of common objects and asked subjects
to match similar pictures on the basis of their function or
their appearance.

Their hypothesis was that the left hemi

shpere would perform the functional matches and the right
hemisphere would perform the appearance matches.

Although

responses to the left-hemisphere stimuli were most often
made according to function while responses to right-hemi

sphere stimuli were most often made according to the appear
ance of the objects, a large number of the responses deviated
from the expected pattern.

In some cases, the instructions

to match by appearance resulted in a response to the right
hemisphere stimulus, but the subject made a functional match.
Similarly, the instructions to match by appearance sometimes
resulted in a response to the left hemisphere stimulus that

was based on appearance.

In such cases, the appropriate
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hemisphere responded but in an inappropriate way.

Other

subjects displayed the reverse behavior, using the inappro
priate hemisphere for the instructions given but doing so
with an appropriate processing strategy.

For example, the

right hemisphere would respond under function instructions
and the left hemisphere would respond under appearance

instructions.

Although Levy and Trevarthen drew no formal

conclusions as to why this hemispheric interchange occurs,

they did speculate that "hemispheric activation does not

depend on a hemisphere's real aptitude or even on its actual
processing strategy on a given occasion, but rather on what

it thinks it can do" (Springer, p» 52).

These results

indicate that in a given situation each hemisphere is capable

of performing certain tasks generally associated with the
opposite hemisphere and can sometimes do so with the process
ing mode associated with that opposite hemisphere.

Cross-^cueing, the giving of hints by one hemisphere to
the other concerning information only transmitted to the

former, provides further indication of hemispheric interplay

(Segalowitz, p. 240).

The term cross-cueing was coined by

Michael Gazzaniga and Steven Hillyard, pioneers in splitbrain research, to refer to the attempts of their commis

surotomy patients to use whatever cues were available to make
information accessible to both hemispheres.

The corpus

callosum of these patients had been severed, eliminating the
network of nerve fibers which normally serves as transmitters
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between the hemispheres.

Yet, information given to one

hemisphere was correctly identifieci by the other hemisphere.
While testing the language skills of the right hemi

sphere, Gazzaniga and Hillyard found that the supposedly mute
right hemisphere could reliably identify digits from two
through nine.

Whether the numbers were flashed to the left

or right visual field, the subject could read them out.

However, the verbal left hemisphere could identify the digits

in under one second for all digits while the right hemisphere

required over two seconds and, in some cases, eight seconds
to verbally complete the task.

The cross-cueing process

added time to the completion of the tasks.

A simpler example of cross-cueing involves patients who
were given an object to hold and identify with their left
hand out of their line of vision and thus disconnected from

the verbal left hemisphere.

By the process of cross-cueing,

the left hemisphere was able to identify the object.

For

example, when patients were given a comb or a toothbrush to
hold, they would stroke the brush or surface of the comb.

The left hemisphere could hear and interpret the sounds

made--the"cues"--and then immediately identify the object

(Springer, p. 33).

Cross-cueing provides a way for one

hemisphere to pass on to the other hemisphere informatipn

about what it is experiencing.

This process is generally not

a conscious attempt by the patient but rather a natural
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tendency by an organism to use whatever information it has to
make sense of what is going on.

Research done by Lillian Leiber of the State University
of New York on fourteen right-handed male undergraduates also

shows hemispheric interplay or what Leiber terms "inter
hemispheric cooperation" (Malatesha, p. 241).

In one of her

experiments, subjects were each shown sixty-four sets of .
faces and names and then told to decide if the name and the

face were both male or both female.

These sets were presen

ted unilaterally, where the name appeared above the face and
both occurred in the same visual field, and bilaterally,

where the name appeared in one visual field and the face in
the other.

Previous experiments done by Leiber had resulted

in the conclusion that the name or word was processed by the

left hemisphere ahd the face or visual image was processed

by the right hemisphere (Malatesha, p. 243).
This experiment, however, showed that although the left
hemisphere was superior in recognizing the name and the

right hemisphere was superior in recognizing the face, hemi

spheric cooperation aided each hemisphere in performing the
tasks involved.

Although performance improved when the

name went to the left hemisphere and the face to the right

hemisphere, when both face and name were presented to the
same hemisphere, performance was markedly higher than had

been predicted (Malatesha, p. 248).
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Leiber's study supports the findings of the major re
search discussed here concerning cerebral hemisphericity.
All of the sources cited indicate that the brain's two hemi

spheres each possess superiority in certain functions and
processing modes and that each hemisphere cooperates with the

other through a form of hemispheric interplay or crossover

of hemispheric functions.

The findings of the brain research

discussed here can be summarized as follows.

The left hemisphere of the brain appears to be pre
dominately linguistic, analytic, logical, sequential, and
constructive.

It shows a dominance for speech, writing, and

calculation, and it processes information analytically

(Sperry, 1974). The left hemisphere processes information in
a part-specific manner distinguishing details but not pro

jecting how those details could fit together (Zaidel, 1978).

The left hemisphere is superior in the recognition of verbal

matter and processes information in a"serial" or sequential

mode (Cohen, 1973). The left hemisphere is superior in the
performance of language functions and processes information

in a sequential manner (Levy, 1978). The left hemisphere
processes extensive writing--writing which is intended to

convey information already familiar and formulated by the
writer to another (Glassner, 1980).

The right hemisphere appears to be visual-spatial,

holistic, synthetic, and perceptual.

It is non-verbal and

processes information holistically (Sperry, 1974). The right
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hemisphere processes information in a holistic manner and
possesses the capacity to construct or predict a whole pic

ture from incomplete or limited material (Zaidel, 1978).
The right hemisphere is superior in the recognition of non
verbal or visual material and processes information in a

"parallel" or simultaneous mode (Cohen, 1973).

The right

hemisphere is superior in the performance of visuo-spatial
functions and processes information in a holistic manner

(Levy, 1978).

The right heroisphere processes reflexive

writing--writing which is intended to explore meanings and

feelings (Glassner, 1978).
The hemispheres cooperate with one another through

hemispheric interplay and crossover of hemispheric functions.
In given situations, each hemisphere is capable of performing
certain tasks generally associated with the opposite hemi
sphere and Can sometimes do so with the processing mode asso

ciated with that opposite hemisphere (Springer, 1981).

Gross

cueing creates an interplay between the hemispheres which

allows one hemisphere to "cue" the other so that it may

perform tasks generally performed by the other hemisphere
(Segalowitz, 1983).

Hemispheric Cooperation accounts for the

ability of one hemisphere to perform a task with the aid of
its hemispheric counterpart (Malateska, 1981).
These findings from brain research and the study of
cerebral hemisphericity have direct implications to the
teaching of writing.

Teachers of writing need to be aware of
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the functions and processing modes of the hemispheres and of
the interplay and crossover of functions which exist between

the hemispheres.

This understanding would allow teachers to

teach writing using strategies which would stimulate both
hemispheres and encourage students to use the full potential
of their brains--both left and right hemispheres.

Teachers are rarely trained in the workings of the
brain.

Yet the brain is the center of learning.

In Human

Brain and Human Learning, Leslie Hart describes the brain as

an "integration center or 'head office*" (Hart, p. 34).

He

contends that our educational system goes against the natural

workings of the brain and should be restructured to fit the
capabilities and processing modes of the brain.

With an

understanding of the workings of the brain, teachers could
begin to design instruction to fit the brain--to create what

Hart calls"brain-compatible instructional settings and pro

cedures" (Hart, p. 44).
Without consideration of the hemispheric functions of
the brain, teachers often spend time teaching writing as a

linear, product-based activity for communicating information.
This produces the kind of writing teachers complain about but

score high because the surface features (spelling, punctua
tion, grammar, usage, etc.) are flawless and all the infor
mation is stated clearly.

But the writing is boring and

proves only one thing--little or no learning has taken place
through the writing.

Yet, Janet Emig tells us that writing
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is a "unique mode of learning" (Emig, p. 3).

To encourage

that learning, teachers need to provide students with

strategies which stimulate their brains during the pre
writing stage.

I believe that the pre-writing rhetorical

strategies included in this work can provide a systematic
approach to the writing process which taps the potentials of

both hemispheres of the brain.

These "brain-compatible"

strategies can move students into the writing process with

the confidence of having something of value to say and the
strategies with which to say it.
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BRAINSTORMING

The rhetorical strategy of brainstorrning is a method of
discovery which should incorporate both left and right hemi

spheres of the brain.

It can be used as a means of dis

covering topics of interest to write about or as a means of
discovering what the mind already knows or can learn about a

topic.

Brainstorming can be done individually by a student

or collectively by an entire class or small groups of stu
dents within a class.

When students brainstorm individually, they put down on

paper any ideas which come to mind concerning a topic.

This

linear act of simply listing information is a left hemisphere

activity.

The information is processed analytically as

separate entities by this hemisphere. These ideas should be
expressed as quickly as possible in single words, phrases,
or entire sentences depending on the preference of the stu
dents.

Once the information is written down, students begin

to select patterns and relationships with this information.
This process of synthesis is a right hemisphere activity.
Thus, both hemispheres are involved in the brainstorming
process.

Brainstorming is a time to "let the mind run wild"
(Bruffee, p. 4).

No ideas should, therefore, be censored
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or refined by the writer during brainstorming.

To keep a

\

focus on the topic during brainstorming, students can consider
the analogy of a wheel, with the hub or center as the topic
and the ideas and information as the spokes which radiate

Out from the center.

To further stimulate the visual right

hemisphere, students could sketch this wheel pattern on their

papers, drawing lines connecting relative pieces of informa

tion.

By doing this activity, students can encourage the

synthetic, pattern-forming talents of this hemisphere.
When students brainstorm collectively in small groups or
as an entire class, all ideas spoken should be accepted and
recorded on the board.

The verbalization of these ideas and

thoughts, cohtrolled by the verbal left hemisphere, gives
meaning to those thoughts.

Lev Vygotsky tells us that the

relationship between thoughts and the spoken word is "a

living process; thought is born through words" (Vygotsky,
p. 153).

This verbalization of thoughts during brainstorraing

enhances the thinking and, therefore, the learning power of
the brain before the actual writing begins^

During brainstorming as the teacher or student moderator
writes these thoughts and ideas on the board to create a

visual stimulant for the right hemisphere, neither teacher
nor students should censor ideas, as the key to brainstorming
is the honesty with which thoughts are recorded.

Elizabeth

Cowan, author of the College writing text Writing;

Brief

Edition, Scott, Foresman and Company, 1983, in fact, states
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the following rule to her students prior to a class brain

storming activity; "Be absolutely nonjudgmental. , No idea
should be made fun of or discarded.

You and the others in

the gro^p must feel completely free to say whatever comes to

mind and know that the idea won't be evaluated" (Cowan,

■p. 10). ■ ■
Once the information is recorded, follow through acti

vities for brainstorming are needed.

Much like a golfer who

has learned to hit the ball but cannot get distance from his/
her swing until the follow-thrGUgh of that swing is learned,
a student who is learning the art of brainstorming needs to

learn strategies to deal with the information discovered.

Dean Memering and Frank D'Hare, in their text The Writer's
Work:

Guide to Effective Composition, Prentice-Hall, Inc.,

1980, follow brainstorming through with a visual activity

which integrates the left hemisphere's ability to list
details and the right hemisphere's ability to put those
details into a pattern.

Memering and CHare have students

first circle, underline, and draw arrows throughout the
brainstorming notes connecting relevant infofmation (right
hemisphere activity).

Although this may appear chaotic, it

reinforces the need to carefully examine all of the notes
created by the brainstorming exercise and creates a visual

picture (for the right hemisphere) of the process itself.
This holistic method allows a pattern to be formed which
helps students to "see" the over-all combinations which can
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be created from the brainstorming information.

The following

student's brainstorming on the topic "The Tobacco Industry"
illustrates this method.
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Only after this visual picture of the braihstorming is

completed do Memering and 0'Hare recommend listing relevant
information into categories for further analysis (a left

hemisphere activity).

From this analysis a student is able

to move easily into the formation of a thesis statement.

By this time,, the left hemisphere of the brain has analyzed

a wealth of material which the right hemisphere can synthe
size into a focus for the writing.
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SUBJECT TREES

In The Writing Room;

A Resource Book for Teachers of

English, Harvey Wiener describes what he calls "subject
trees" for brainstorming a topic.

These "subject trees"

allow students* thoughts to develop toward higher levels of
specificity by using the strengths of both heEnispheres of
the brain.

Using the visual itnage of a tree (to stirauTate the
visual right hemisphere)5 Wiener begins by putting the topic
as the bottom or "trunk" of the tree.

Then as thoughts and

ideas are recalled, they are placed on the tree as branches

which reach upwards.

Eventually, each idea becomes more

specific than the preceding one as details become more fo

cused through the left hemispheric activity of analysis.

As the left hemisphere analyzes the topic for the"sub~
ject trees,'' the right hemisphere connects ideas and draws

relationships among them.

This process of synthesis helps

students to find a focus for their writing.

A sharing of

these "subject trees" in peer groups helps students to under
stand how other students' minds gathered and organized their
information.

This verbalization process of the left hemi

sphere strengthens what Vygotsky considers the infinite com

plexity of verbal thought (Vygotsky, p. 152) as it once again
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draws upon the talents of both the left and right hemi
spheres e.

The following is an example of a ^'sobjeOt tree" on the
topic of childhoods
A subject tree for an open-ended toptc
,how to face
responsibility

childhood

games

respect
for life

taught me

important influence

sibling
rivalry

when father died

Adler
father

mother

Jung

Freud

brother

psychological
studies

good experiences

adult

punishment

molds

for child

character

crimes?

reasons

for crime?

treatment

by law

children as

crsminais

TOPIC: childhood'

(Wiener, p. 31)
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Not only have both hemispheres of the brain been

stimulated by such an activity as the "subject tree," but
also new related topics have been discovered which could

serve as a focus for the writing.

Thus, additional "subject

trees" could be formed to further develop one of the ideas
stimulated by the first tree.
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ISSUE TREES

Similar to Wiener's "subject tree" is Linda Flower's
"issue tree" which also integrates left and right hemisphere
activities.

An "issue tree," as developed by Flower, is a

sketch of an upside-down tree that puts ideas in a hierarchi

cal order with the general, most inclusive topic at the top
of the paper as the tip of the tree and support ideas branch
ing out from underneath it.

An "issue tree" offers students an opportunity to
sketch out or test ideas and relationships.

With this acti

vity, students activate the visual right hemisphere as they
sketch the tree and also stimulate the left hemisphere as
they analyze the information for the tree.

An "issue tree" is divided into parts--through analysis
of the issue or topic by the left hemisphere~-as students

list what they may know about that topic.
diate down from the over-all topic.

These parts ra

First of all, students

brainstorm a topic on the left side of their p/apers, listing
all information and details that they can recall about the
topic.

vity.

This listing of details is a left hemisphere acti

Next, students further analyze this brainsterming

information and pull out specific details, or key words,

which they write on the right side of their paper.
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These key

words are then written under the main topic, forming an image

of a tree (an aid to the right hemisphere).
The following "issue tree" is the first in a series
created to generate ideas on the topic of the effects of an

Englishman's speech traits when that Englishman is a part of
our American society.
r'

Organizing hrainstorming into a tree

Brainslorniing

Key Words

As with the British, Americans'traits differ according to upper,

class

middle, and lower class

They are like social markers or tags that identify people

social markers

Affected by education

education

Biggest source must be the region one grows up in

.

region

Tree
SPEECH TRAITS ARE SOCIAL MARKERS

class

education

region

(Flower, p. 89)

In the next step of Flower's "issue tree" hrainstorming,
the right hemisphere becomes dominant.

This step asks the

students to spot the missing links in their thoughts and to
generate new concepts that will organize the ideas uncovered.

The right hemisphere forms patterns and relationships at this

point to create whole configurations from the bits and pieces
of information through synthesis.
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This process often

involves the creation of several "issue trees^"

Note that

the following "issue trees" resulted in the student proposing
a new unifying idea that was not thought of in the original

brainstorming "issue tree." The first tree focused on class,
education, and region as branches under speech traits as
social markers.

The final tree focuses on sex roles.

Using an issue tree m spot missing concepts

Key Word

Brainstorming
Breathiness is considered a se«y irait tn women.

Oreathiness

Throatiness(i e., a husky,quite deep volcejis cpnsidersd

throatiness

"uhtefnirun®" in women Put matufC iR men.

^ wide pitch range is heard as effemmate"in men and as
•flighty" or 'frivolous'in women.

ipitch

Trees
SPEECH TRAITS ARE^lAL BARKERS

class

region

education

wrong

SPEECH TRAiTS ARE SOCIAL MARKERS

Class

, region

education

wrong

SPEECH TRAMS ARE SOQAL MARKERS

neede a'
Class

region

education

Preathtness
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new concept

throatiness

pitch

Grouping ideas under a unifying concept

SPEECH TSAITS

class

education

region

sex role

breathiness tbroatiness pitch

(Flower, p. 90,91)
Having led to a new unifying concept for the effects of

speech traits on the sex roles, the "issue tree" has gener
ated a new area of interest for the student.

The development

of further "issue trees" dealing with this new interest
would lead to the first draft of the writing.

During the

development of these later "issue trees," the left hemisphere
must continue to pull out details from the brainstorming to

form the branches of the tree.

The right hemisphere must

continuously draw associations and generalizations with the

information uncovered.

The right hemisphere also responds

to the visual configurational design of the "issue tree,"

allowing a pattern or gestalt to form.

During the entire

process of creating "issue trees," both hemispheres work
together in a recursive pattern to prepare the students for
the writing that is to come.
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SUBJECT CHARTS

In her text A Rhetoric for Writing Teachers, Oxford

Press, 1982, Erika Lindemann discusses a method of developing

brainsterming into '^subject charts."

Much like Wiener's

"subject trees" and Flower's "issue trees," these "subject
charts" involve both hemispheres during pre-writing.

After

listing all of the ideas given during a brainstorming ses
sion, Lindemann opens up a discussion to guide students into
forming relationships among details or discovering areas of
interest to the students.

This left hemisphere verbaliza

tion strengthens learning by combining thought and language

(Vygotsky, p. 153) while it brings focus to what could other
wise remain a meaningless list of scattered ideas.

The right

hemisphere visualizes the "subject chart" in such a way as to
allow students to"see" areas of interest or areas which
need further exploration.

To guide the brainstormihg discussion into a productive
activity, Lindemann forces students to examine the subject

more closely for useful and interesting details with which to

create a"subject chart."

She poses the following set of

questions to encourage openness from her students:
1.

What details seem most forceful?

2.
3.

In what ways could details be grouped?
What patterns have emerged in the list?
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4.

What dimensions of the subject seemed to
attract the writer's interest?

5.

What details must be left out at this point
if the first draft is to have unity?

(Lindemann, p. 81)
A discussion of these questions helps students to see rela

tionships (a right hemisphere activity) while it also pro
vides possible options for the spatial organization of the

paper (a left hemisphere activity).
For the development of a "subject chart, students take
the information from the discussion and regroup items on the

list into a branching tree diagram.

The main topic is writ

ten in the center of a piece of paper, or on the board, and

ideas are branched out in related groups.

Students can con

sider any branch of the "subject chart" for the focus of
their writing, or they can further explore an area of inter

est which has been uncovered during the branching process.
The following"subject chart" on the topic "animals"
demonstrates the branching technique.
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With such a strong visual context, the right hemispherp
of the brain can process the information holistically and
lead to the formation of a focused thesis statement.

At the

same time, the details discovered through the analysis of the
subject by the left hemisphere can create diverse areas which

can be explored by the writer.

The strength and success of

this type of rhetorical strategy during pre-writing is

directly related to its fine integration of both right and
left hemisphere activity.
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CLUSTERING

Clustering is another way of organizing brainstorming to

incorporate both hemispheres of the brain.

Instead of merely

listing brainstorraing ideas and thoughts in a linear, left

hemisphere manner, clustering forms the image of a wheel for

the visual right hemisphere.

The topic to be discussed is

written on the board and/or on the students* papers.
circle is then drawn around this word or phrase.

A

Lines are

drawn which radiate out from that center as spokes radiating
out from the hub of a wheel.

As ideas are generated, they

are written at the ends of the lines or spokes, completing

the visual image of a wheel.

The right hemisphere processes

the clustering holistically and can "see" the information as
a whole construct.

The left hemisphere processes the de

tails of the clustering analytically as separate entities.

During clustering, students need to brainstorm the
topic, breaking it down into its various parts.

The left

hemisphere analyzes this information in a part-specific man

ner distinguishing each detail as it is placed around the hub
of the clustering.

Often, however, a word or phrase placed

around the center topic will spark a relationship in a stu

dent's mind to another thought or idea.

This construction of

a relationship or pattern requires the holistic processing
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mode of the right hemisphere in order to syntheisize the
information.

It also allows the students to let their minds

wander into various areas of interest without losing sight
of the main topic.

The following clustering example was done on the topic
of clustering and illustrates both the visual and associative
appeal of this method.
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(Rico, p. 34)
The Strong visual appeal of clustering makes it easy to
remember and to replicate.

Students can use this strategy in

other rhetorical situations.

When they need to prepare for

and organize a paper for their history or science class,

students Can use clustering to gain information and insight
as well as to structure what they will write.

When students

are faced with essay exams, they can use clustering before
they begin writing their responses.
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This clustering need take

Only two to five minutes biit can help students to remember
what they want to say and to organize how they will say it.
Clustering before an essay exam often eliminates the fear
expressed by many students and allows them to begin respond
ing to the essay question with confidence.

This sense of

confidence about their writing is especially important for
students as they face the essay response for determination of

proficiency for high school graduation.

In fact, clustering

is mentioned as a rhetorical strategy for prospective teach

ers who, like students wishing to graduate from high school,

must write an essay response to pass the C.B.E.S.T. (Califor

nia Basic Educational Skills Test).

The following example of

clustering is from the Preparation Guide;

California Basic

Educational Skills Test prepared by Cliff Notes, Inc., 1983.

INTRODUCTION TO THE ESSAY

Reflect on your own schod; yrars and focus on one such instructor or
course. O^ribe the conditions or qualities that made that particular
experience or teacher special.
■

Clmsteriag

Use prewriting (clustering) as a way of organizing your thoughts before
you write. After you choose a topic, write it down on the prewriling area and
draw a circle around that topic:
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For a few moments,think ofai!theetements ofthat topic and connect them
to the central topic cilister:

✓

3
6

Yot! can then number the paats of the duster to give an order to your
thwights. You do not have to uk all of the elements of your cluster.
Clustering provides a way to put all ofyour thoughts A>wn on paper befote
you write so you can quickly see thestructureofthe whole paper.
(Bobrow, p. 41)
As a pre-writing rhetorical strategy, clustering com
bines the strehgths of both'hemispheres of the brain.

The

left hemisphere analyzes the topic by breaking it dbwn into
its parts.

It lists these parts one at a time in a sequen

tial manner as they are recalled and then continues to
analyze these parts even further into separate, more partSpecific details.

The right hemisphere visualizes the entire

construct of the wheel and forms patterns and associations
with the information to give focus to the writing.

Because

of its dual hemispheric involvement, clustering can bring
students confidence in all writing situations.
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GOMPRONE'S WHEEL

To help students form patterns and connections with
their thoughts during pre-writing, Joseph Comprone, author of
Teaching Form and Substance, Wm. C. Brown, 1976, has extended

the clustering concept into what he calls "Comprone's Wheel,"
Although much more structured than clustering, it creates a

strongivisual context for students (involving the right hemi

sphere) while it demands lengthy analytic probing of the
subject (involving the left hemisphere).

After brainstorming a topic, Comprone has students
create; the hub of a wheel by v?riting a thesis sentence which
expresses the central idea of the essay.

Next, students are

to divide that central idea into related subtopics which

serve as spokes to support the thesis.

Some spokes will

determine the rhetorical strategy to be used by answering

"how?" and some spokes will determine the content by answer

ing 'Vhy?" Finally, around the rim of the wheel students
place specific details which connect firmly to the spokes,
Comprojne stresses that these details must be relevant,
arranged in logical order, and have adequate transitions

between them.

For this section of the wheel, the logical,

sequential left hemisphere must be actively at work.

The

following are the visual images which students use to help
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them to "see" (with the right hemisphere) the process in

volved in creating one of "Comprone's Wheels."
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(Lindemann, p. 170 & 172)
This wheel can help students to structure a tightly

unified essay during, pre-writing.

It can also, however, be

used' as an effective tool for revision.

Imagine, if you

will, the following wheel, which was created during pre

writing on the differences between the student's life and
that of his/her parents, being created after the first draft
to see if the essay has any weaknesses in structure or con

tent.

The strong visual appeal lends strength to this
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strategy as it further incorporates the right and left hemi
spheres of the brain.

Exposures
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MAPPING

Mapping is a unique way to integrate the hemispheres

during pre-writing.

It is organized around the flow from

primary ideas to secondary ideas, to tertiary ideas.

Much

like clustering, mapping begins by writing the topic in the
center or hub of a wheel.

Spokes radiate out to encompass

thoughts and ideas which support the main topic during a
brainstorraing session.

It is at this point that mapping

differs from clustering.

The wheel image is merely a visual

starting point for students to use.

With mapping, the visual

shape or context of the brainsterming material depends
entirely upon the desires and creativity of the individual
student.

The best way to explain mapping is through examples.

All of the following examples are from Mapping the Writing

Journey by Marilyn Hanf Buckley and Owen Boyle of the Bay
Area Writing Project.

The first examples are mapping exercises for an auto

biographical writing.

It is wise to use a topic which stu

dents are very familiar with the first time they do mapping.
After the students brainstorm their topic, the memories of

their lives, they choose incidents for their maps which they
want to include in their writing.
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This type of selection,

although dealing with indiyidual parts of their lives,
includes the holistic right hemisphere as students have to
visualize their entire life span as one pattern.
and design of this map is up to the student.

The shape

Figure A below

shows the student's name in the center with clusterings of
religion, family, education, and social radiating outwards.

The mapping, which uses the part-specific processing mode of
the left hemisphere, is done within each sub-topic of second
ary ideas in a linear fashion.

However, the forraulation of

relationships and patterns drawn among those sub-topic ideas
uses the holistic processing mode of the right hemisphere.
One of the strengths of mapping is its incorporation of the
processing modes of both hemispheres.

FrnzLj
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ft.
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Soc

(Buckley, p. 17)
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Example B shows one student's journey from birth to
projected death as a road map with diversions for secondary
details and occurrences.

This visual configuration helped

to structure the writing while it incorporated the part-

specific left hemisphere with the holistic right hemisphere.
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Example C demonstrates an explanatory map about sen

tences.

The map was actually created as notes during a

lecture (which opens up a whole new area for mapping).
During pre-writing, students were encouraged to share their

maps in groups.

This verbalization of their maps helped

students to better understand the concept of "sentences"

through what Vygotsky has called "verbal thought" (Vygotsky,

p. 52).

Combining this verbal left hemispheric activity

with the visual right hemispheric patterning of the map
itself allows students to use the strengths of both hemi
spheres.
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Examples D and E show how mapping can be used when
students write about literature.

Both maps require analysis

or a breaking of the literature into specific parts--a left
hemisphere function.

Both maps also require synthesis or

a patterning of those specific parts into new relationships-
a right hemisphere function.

Map D led to a comparative

paper about Chaucer's "Knight's Tale" and "Miller's Tale."
Map E visualized the relationships in Chaucer's"The
Summoner's Tale" and helped the student to discover a thesis
about the characters involved^

■
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Mapping is a powerful, creative way to let students

visualize their writing during pre-writing.

It leads to

Clearly focused writing and, unlike outlining which contains
so many restrictions on form, can be taught in one lesson.

The strength of mapping as a pre-writing rhetorical strategy

lies in its firm integration of the hemispheres.
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HEURISTICS

From Aristotle's time into the Renaissance,"heuristic,"

"heuretic," and "invention" were all terms for that part of
rhetoric and the sciences which involved systematic inquiry.

This method of problem solving involved formulating questions
whose answers would raise other questions and so on.

This

self-generating probing would eventually, after exhausting
all possibilities, result in a solution to the problem at
hand.

Writing begins with inquiry.

Whether that inquiry is

stimulated in an office, a factory, a home, or a classroom,

the chances of discovering insight through writing are in
creased by heuristic search during pre-writing.

Heuristic

strategies can answer questions which one had not even formu

lated at the start of such a search.

As each new question is

answered, other questions are formed which lead into direc

tions unplanned and as yet undiscovered.

Heuristic inquiry

leads to discovery.
A workable heuristic, or set of probes, incorporates the
functions and information processing modes of both hemi

spheres.

During pre-writing, a heuristic helps students to

focus in on their subject and to discover what they have to
say about that subject.

A heuristic can draw from students
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what they know or can recall about a subject, what they can

learn about the subject, and what they can hypothesize about
..that: subject^'

In Rhetoric:

'

\

'

Discovery and Change, Young, Becker, and

Pike explain quite clearly the three functions of a heuris

1.

It aids the investigator in retrieving
relevant inforffiation that he has stored

in his raind. (When we have a problem,
we generally know more that is relevant

to it than We think we do, but we often

have; difficulty in retrieving the
relevant information and bringing it to

bear on the problem.)
2.

It draws attention to important informa
tion that the investigator does not pos
sess but can acquire by direct observa
tion, reading, experimentation and so on.

3.

It prepares the investigator's mind for
the intuition of an ordering principle,

•vlor-hypo-thesiS'.

(Young, Becker, and Pike, p.
By becoming aware of the systematic approaches to heuristics
students can guide their search for something meaningful to

say.

They can examine their subjects from multiple perspec

tives through conscious, open-ended inquiry which can trans

form their writing into learning.

By incorporating the

hemispheres of the brain, heuristic search can increase

students' writing abilities.

The following rhetorical

strategies for heuristic search will aid students to find

something of value to say during the pre-writing stage.
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JOURNALISTIC PROBES

One of the simplest, and most often used, forms of

heuristic search is the journalistic probe.

To gather infor

mation for a newspaper article, journalists are trained to
focus on six questions--Who? What? Where? When? Why? How?
Focusing on their topics from these six perspectives, jour
nalists gather the necessary information with which to com

plete their assignments.

Such a heuristic can be applied to

students' writing.
Harvey Wiener, author of The Writing Room;

A Resource

Book for Teachers of English, combines this detailed informa

tion gathering heuristic with a visual brainstorming tech

nique.

After writing the topic to be explored across the top

of a blank page, Wiener has students list questions along the
side of the page at two to three inch intervals.

This pro

vides a visual format for the right hemisphere and helps to
focus the brainstorming.

Wiener recommends the journalistic

questions but agrees that the questions may vary according to
the assignment at hand.

The following example shows the

visual effect of this method and the focusing effect the

questions had on the student's brainstorming for the topic of
a baseball game.
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,

Topic:

baseball game

Who?

my brother Pete and I

What?

helped lose the game

Where?

Highland Park in Fairfield, New Jersey

When?

last July

Why?

both poor players, inexperienced, clumsy,
nervous

How?

I struck but 3 times, Pete dropped 2 fly
.balls

(Wiener, p. 30)
This journalistic approach uncovered the basic information

for the student while the visual effect of the questions set
along the side of the paper provided an over-all view of
where the writing was going.

This incorporation of hemi

spheric functions provides both information and structure for

the student during the pre-writing stage of the writing pro
cess.,, ,

Ann Berthoff ,. in Forming, Thinking, Writing:

The

Composing Imagination, takes the journalistic approach to
create a one question heuristic probe;

and why?

How does who do what

She abbreviates this question as HDWDWW?

This

approach, like Wiener's, incorporates the hemispheres and
helps students to keep a focus in their writing.
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When searching for answers to this question students use
the functions and information processing modes of both hemi

spheres.

For example, in the descriptioh of a snowshoe,

students need to know ways (how?) in which someone (who?)
does something (what?) and why (why?) he or she does it.

The

answers to the first three questions involve searching for
details within the writing.

This information.is processed

through analysis.in the left hemisphere.

The last question,

however, involves more than merely finding details.

To .

uncover the "why?" students must take information from the
writing, synthesize it into a pattern, andvpirocess it holis

tically to detiei^mine the motivation.

This process pf synthe

sis generally takes place in the right hemisphere.
Berthoff further incorporates the hemispheres by stress

ing the need for verbalization during this heuristic search.
This verbalization activates the left hemisphere and provides

a better understanding of the information for students before
they move into the writing.

As each explanation emerges, the

HDWDWW? heuristic is applied until all information is clear
and complete.

This journalistic method is simple and easy

for 'students to follow, incorporates both hemispheres of the

brain, and provides students with material and possibilities
for a focus; during the'pre-writing stage.
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CLASSICAL INVENTION:

ARISTOTLEVS "TOPOI"

When creating methods of heuristic search for his stu

dents of oratory, Aristotle devised two sets of topics or

"topoi"--places in the mind from which various lines of
argument could be drawn.

One set he intended for universal

application, that is, approaches which could be used for all
branches of knowledge.

The other set was intended for par

ticular application, that is, approaches which could best be
used for specific sciences such as ethics and politics.

Aristotle's "universal" or "common" topics can be applied to
the teaching of writing.

Often referred to as classical invention, Aristotle's

"universal" or "common" topics can be classified as defini
tibn, comparison, relationship, circumstance, and testi
mony.

Used as logical lines of arguments in most persuasive

situations, these topics dealt first with the basic knowledge
of a'subject on the definition level—a knowledge of all

possible definitions for a subject.

Comparing this subject

to others like or unlike it and then forming relationships

with those comparisons adds more perspectives for the orator.
Aristotle further instructed his orators to be aware of the

effects caused by the subject oh itself and on any other.
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particularly any opiposing, subjects.

The category of circum

stance allowed the orator to be totally aware of the capa
bilities of his subject in any circumstances.

Lastly,

Aristotle urged his orators to prove their arguments by
giving testimony from many sources as proof.

Although

Aristotle's topoi were created for orators whose main purpose
was to persuade, these topoi can be applied to the various .

modes of discourse required by today's students.

Today's students, states Elizabeth Cowan in her text
Writing!

Brief Edition, use Aristotle's topics each day as

they discover the meaning of a new term (definition), compare

one thing to another (comparison), consider relationships
of cause and effect (relationship), ponder if something will

or won't happen or be possible (circumstance), and decide
whether to accept or reject some advertising claim (testi- '
mony) (Cowan, p. 27).

To structure these topics into a

useful heuristic which incorporates the hemispheres and pro

vides students with a pre-writing rhetorical strategy that
will fit all of their writing needs. Cowan has devised a

mnemonic for Aristotle's "common topics."

She has students

imagine a vast portion of land ranging from a mountain to

the desert.,

As one passes through this area, he/she en

counters each of the"places" or "topics" for heuristic
search.

By answering a set of questions at each"place," a

student can produce much information with various perspec

tives which he/she can diraw upon at will according to need.
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Because of the visual right hemisphere appeal of Cowan's
mnemonic and the thoroughness of her questions, I will re
create both her visual image and her probes.

' ■ ■OLASSIGAL INVENTiON.
vtmm

.TESTIMONY

k<

;C4RCi^STAMCE

r \ma

(Cowan, p. 25)

Cowan's directions for the probing activity are simple.
Students are to take their topics, here meaning their sub
jects, and insert them into the blanks in each question.

Students answer each question in the topoi groups by writing
in brief notes and adding any other questions which come to
mind,

When finished, the students reread their answers and

star ones that they think will be the most useful in giving
them something to say for their writing.
as'.'follows :■ ■ ■ ■
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Cowan*s probes are

Definition

1.

How does the dictionary define

2.

What earlier, words did

3.

What do I mean by;";" ■ . ' ■ ■ ■ ■ ' ' • ■ ■ .i '? ■ /■■ ■ ■

4.

What group of things does
to?

■ -:

• '""

come from?

seem to belong

How is

different from other things

in ■ this group;? 

5.

What parts can ; ■ ■

6.

Does

be divided into?
mean something now that it didn't

years ago?

If so, what?

7.

What other words mean approximately the same as

8.

What are some concrete examples of

9.

When is the meaning of

?

misunderstood?

Comparison

1.

What is

similar to?

2.

What is

different •from?

3.

. ^

4.

5. . '
to?)

In what ways?
In .whatways? ■ ■ ■ ■ ,

is superior to what?

In what ways?

is inferibr to what?

In what ways?

; " . • ■ ■ ■ ; ■ is most unlike what?

(What is opposite

In what ways?

6.

is most like what?
Relationship

1.

What causes

,

2.

What are the effects of

3.

What is the purpose of _

4,

Why does

-

happen?
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In what ways?

5.

What is the consequence of

6.

What comes before ______

7.

What comes after

Testimony

1.

What have I heard people say about

?

2.

Do I know any facts or statistics about

.

1

If so, what?

3.

Have I talked with anyone about

?

4.

Do I know any famous or well-known saying (e.g. "A bird
in hand is worth two in the bush") about

2

5.

Can I quote any proverbs or any poems about

6.

Are there any laws about

7.

Do I remember any songs about ' ■ ^

?
.

?

ber anything I've read about

magazines?

?

Do I remem

in books or

Anything I've seen in a movie or on tele

vision?

8.

Do I want to do any research on
Circumstance

1.

Is

.

possible or impossible?

2.

What qualities, conditions, or circumstances make .

possible or impossible?
3.

Supposing that
: ble?

is possible, is it also feasi

Why?- .; 7 .

4.

When did

.

happen previously?

5.

Who has done or experienced

6.

Who can do

?
?
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■

7.

If •

starts, what makes it end?

8.

What would it take for

9.

What would prevent

to happen now?
from happening?

One of the major strengths of this form of heuristic
search is its constant shifting back and forth from left to

right hemisphere.

Within each topoi group, the questions

involve activity by both hemispheres.

For example, in the

"definition" topoi, students recall or look up the definition
of tHeir topic and thoroughly analyze it through the left
hemisphere processing mode of analysis.

However, in the

same topoi group of questions, students must also compare

their topics to other topics like or unlike theirs by forming
patterns and relationships using the right hemisphere pro
cessing mode of synthesis.

This integration of the hemi

spheres plus the visual aid of the range of land combine to
provide students with a useful method of heuristic search.
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D'ANGELO'S TOPICS AND HEURISTIC PROBES

In his text Process and Thought in Composition, Frank

D'Angelo creates a heuristic procedure which takes

Aristotle's "common" topics or "topoi" and classifies them
into ten categories.

Under each category he lists specific

questions which students should consider when trying to

discover what they have to say about a subject.

This dis

covery involves probing with both hemispheres of the brain.

When answering D'Angelo's questions, students must
process information through analysis as they search for

details, definitions, logical reasons, and examples.

Yet

students must also be able to synthesize these details

into patterns, configurations of holistic categories, and
relationships of cause and effect.

Both hemispheres are

involved in this recursive process.

Following is D'Angelo's classifications and heuristic
probes for students to use when exploring a subject.

By

incorporating the information processing modes of both
hemispheres, this procedure allows students to accumulate

information and discover a focus for their writing during
the pre-writing stage.
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IDENTIFICATION

Who or what is it?

Who or what is doiBg it or did it?
Who or what caused it to happen?
To whom did it happen?
ANALYSIS

What are its pieces, parts, or sections?
How may they logically be divided?
What is the logical order?
What is the exact number?
DESCRIPTION

What are its constituent parts?
What are its features or physical
characteristics?

How is it organized in,space?
CLASSIFICATION

What are its common attributes?

What are its basic categories?
EXEMPLIFICATION

What are some representative instances,

examples or illustrations?
DEFINITION

What are its limits or boundaries?
What are its classes?

What are its common attributes?

What is its etymology?
COMPARISON

What is it like?

How is it similar to other things?
How does it differ from other things?
NARRATION

What happened?
What is happening?
What will happen?
When did it happen?
Where did it happen?
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PROCESS

How did it happen?
How does it work?

What are its stages or phases?
How do you make it or do it?
CAUSE AND, EFFECT ;

Why did it happen?
What are its causes?
What are its effects?

What is its purpose?
How is it related causally to
something else?

(D'Angelo, p. 44-5)

Although lengthy with its thirty-five questions, this
procedure allows students to thoroughly examine a subject
before they start writing.

Based in classical invention,

D'Angelo's topics and heuristic probes incorporate both hemi
spheres of the brain.
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CUBING:' ■ .

In Writing;

Brief Edition, Elizabeth Cowan has taken

Aristotle's "topoi," discussed earlier in this work under

"Classical Invention," and very succinctly synthesized them
into six stateraents.

Each statement represents a point of

view or perspective from which students can view their sub

jects during pre-writing.

She incorporates these points of

view with brainstorming to form what she calls "cubing."
Cubing is a pre-writing rhetorical strategy which helps
students find a focus for their writing by incorporating the
hemispheres.

To guide brainstorming, cubing forces students

to look at their topics from six distinct points of view for
a total of three to five rainutes for each perspective.

With

in eighteen to thirty minutes, students have braihstormed a

topic thoroughly, discovering various approaches from which
they can structure their writing.

First of all, students must imagine the visual image of
a solid block or cube.

The best visual aid would, of course,

be an actual block, but a picture of one can serve the pur
pose of stimulating the visual right hemisphere.
of the cube has directions written on it.

Each side

Following the

directions given, students respond to each direction quickly,
for no more than five minutes per side, putting down
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thoughts, ideas, or details as they are recalled from the

analytic left hemisphere.

To be effective, cubing must be

done rapidly, in succession, and must address each side of

the cube.

The objective is to look at the topic from all

perspectives, not merely to find details about the topic.
The following directions are written on the cube.
1.

Describe it.

2.

Compare it.

3.

Associate it.

4.

Analyze it.

5.

Apply it.

6.

Argue for or against it.

h\

't ^

it

(Cowan, p. 21)
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First, students are told to describe their topic.

This

requires visualizing it as an over-all entity with the

holistic processing mode of the right heraisphere.

However,

the details of that topic must be perceived by the left

hemisphere as it becomes aware of the parts that make up that
whole.

The sehses should be considered as students try to

quickly determine what the topic looks, smells, sounds,
tastes, and feels like.

Colors, shapes and Sizes are con^

sidered during this first, descriptive step.
Next, students are told to compare their topic.

They

can say what the topic is similar to, how it is similar to

that object, or even why it is similar. They also tell what
the topic is different from, in what ways it is different,
and even why it is different from this other object. For
this part of cubing, the right hemisphere must form relation

ships and patterns from the details of the two objects or
tOpics.^.

^'z

:

Third, students must associate their topic.

As an

extension of step two, this association requires students to
write anything at all which comes into their minds which can

be related to their topic. They can write similar things,
different things, different times, places, people, etc. The
right hemisphere's talent for synthesizing parts into wholes
and forming associations with them comes strongly into focus
in this; part of cubing.

'
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Fourth, students must analyze their topic,

They must

take it apart, discover its parts, tell how it is made.

This

part-specific task is processed in the analytic left hemi
sphere and will help students to discover information about

their topic from a detailed perspective.

Fifth, students must apply their topic.

They discover

how it can be used, what it can be used for, what they can
do with it.

Often, creative, non-practical uses for their

topic appear which can lead to an interesting, imaginative
. piece of ^writing. '

Last, students are to si^gtie for or against their topic.
They must take a stand and give reasons for that stand.

The

logical talents of the left hemisphere come into focus here
as rational arguraents are drawn.

The Cubing process, dbne: swiftly and in sequence, pro
vides a rich source of materiaTs for students to consider

duringvpre-writihg.

•

When deciding what to say about their

topic, students can look over their cubing notes and find
an area of interest, an area that perhaps brought a smile to

their faces as they were swiftly considering it, or an area

which they want to further develop before they start writing.
Demonstrating p strong integratipn of the hemispheres, cubing
will always give students something to seysbout any given
-topic.
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BURKE'S PENTAD

The pentad created by twentieth century rhetorician

Kenneth Burke is often associated with Aristotle's "topoi."

Burke has created a heuristic of five terms, each leading
logically to related questions which will help students
gather resources for their writing.

Although Burke intended

this pentad as a means to "help a critic perceive what was
going on in a text that was already written" (Burke, p. 332),
his heuristic probes can be applied to the writing process.
Terming his questions as "dramatistic" to stress
language primarily as a mode of action rather than as a mode

of knowledge, Burke gives credit to the Medieval Latin hexa

meter of "quis" (who), "quid" (what), "ubi" (where), "quibus
auxuliis" (by what means), "cur" (why), "quomodo" (how),

and "quando" (when) as the original basis for his pentad.
Like contemporary journalistic probes. Burke *s pentad uses
the following terms and questions:
ACT

What was done?

SCENE

When or where was it done?

AGENT

Who did it?

AGENCY

How was it done?

PURPOSE

Why was it done?
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In an article entitled

and the Teaching

of Writingf'' Joseph Gomprone h

systematiGally taken the

probes i of Burke * s pentad and applied thera to the teaching of
writing.

Because he has given specific teacher direGtions

which transfofm the pentad from a tool for literary analysis

to a tool for the teaching of writing, I will give Comprone's
directions and- comments in their entirety but will add my
own commentary explaining how this heuristic method activates

both hemispheres of the brain.
ACTION

What is happening in this writing as far
as readers are concerned? (Answers to
this question might entail discussion in
workshops of what the reader sees in the
writing so far. In other words, the
writer, with the help of workshop inter
action, hears what readers find in the

scene or context suggested by the writings)

(Comprone, p. 338)
This probe involves both right and left hemispheric activi
ties. ;First, discussion is suggested which involves the ver

bal left hemisphere and helps with the learning process dis

cussed by Vygotsky as the relationship between thought and

language (Vygotsky, p. 153). The readers of the writing are
asked to "see" what is involved in the writing, to form a
visual,: holistiG image of the over-all pattern of the writing
thus; far

AGENT

. Who^i

writing this piecel (This question

would enable writers to hear how they
sound to readers, to comprehend how the

signs they have put on paper create an
image of themselves for readers.)

•

(Comprone, p. 338)
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With this heuristic, students are asked to take the inforraa

tion given about the author through the subtleties of voice,
tone, point of view, etc. and form an image of the author.

This process of synthesis takes place in the right hemi
sphere.

AGENCY

How are writers achieving their ends?
What formal route is being taken to the

final destination? (These questions
would encourage writers to see pattern
and design as a means of acting on readers.
Burke's most pointed theory as far as this
approach to the middle stage of the com
posing process is concerned is his idea

that form is "correct" only in so far as
writers are gratifying needs, fulfilling
expectations that their own symbolic
actions have created in their readers.

What does this signify for a student writ
er remaking a first draft in a processoriented classroom?

It means that the

simultaneous looking back and looking
ahead to what has been acted out and what

might be acted out for readers becomes
the writer's main concern. Classroom

discussions, private conferences, heur
istically-directed questioning become

the teacher's means of creating the writ
er * s peculiarly swivel-necked way of
looking back and ahead simultaneously,
seeing form as established in what has

already been said and completed in what
has not yet been said.)

(Comprone, p. 338)
For this part of the heuristic probe, students are to look

at the details of form (a left hemisphere analytic task) to
discover how the writer is accomplishing what he/she set'out
to do.

It is the right hemisphere, however, that draws

relationships with these specific forms (or patterns and
designs to use Comprone's terms) to determine the over-all
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"formal route" used by the writer.

The discussions and

conferences held during this step further integrate the ver
bal left hemisphere.

SCENE

At this middle stage in the writing pro
cess, how has the context, the original
field of experience from which symbolic
action has evolved, changed? Can the
writers take on perspectives in incon

gruity, seeing the original field (scene)
as readers might see it, matching their
own terministic screens with those that

others might create?

(With this sequence

of questions we should as teachers remem

ber Burke's admonitions concerning di
chotomous modes of thought and the search
for logical fallacies and contradictions.
People, Burke suggests, naturally think
in dialectical terms, posing one screen
against another. But the writing teacher
can probably best teach w^riting by en
couraging students to take on multiple
perspectives without denying the integ
rity of their own. Writers should learn
to hold and support their own views, but
in the end the result of the various

interactions within the composing process
should be to alter that initial screen

by having reflected on it the shadows of

other perspectives.)
(Comprone, p. 339)

To understand Comprone's adaptation of Burke*s pentad for
this step in the heuristic search, I will restate the probe
as I see it.

Has the writer learned any perspectives of the

world (terministic screens) which might alter his/her own
original view of the world and thus change the context from

which he/she is writing?

To deal with this step, the writer

must be aware of similarities and differences which exist

between his/her terministic screen (view of the world) and
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those of others--his/her audience.

This complexity of com

parisons involves analyzing one's own "terministic screen"
and analyzing the "terministic screens" of others, a left
hemisphere activity.

Forming comparative patterns with this

information, however, involves the right hemisphere through
synthesis.

The purpose of the writing, Comprone tells us,

should be to help the writer hold on to his/her own view of
the world while becoming aware of other views and altering
his/her own as he/she sees fit after reflection.

The

"scene," therefore, may change during the writing process
if the left and right hemisphere activities described in this
stage of the heuristic search are followed by the writer.

PURPOSE

Why is this piece being written?

(Counter

to the approaches of many current rhe
toricians and teachers, the pentad suggests
to us that considerations of purpose should
not control the entire writing process.
In fact, they should be ignored until
after the first draft has been composed,
and then they should be considered in an
equal equational relationship with the

other elements of the pentad.)
(Comprone, p. 339)
This final step in the pentad allows for the discovery of an
over-all purpose for the writing.

It forces students to

"see" beyond the details of form and reasons for individual
sections of the writing, and it instead makes the students
"see" the writing holistically--as an entity in itself with
an over-all purpose.
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Burke*s pentad approach to writing allows writing to
be taught as a process.

As Cdraprone's application of the

pentad shows, this set of five heuristic probes stresses
critical skills and processing modes of both hemispheres
of the brain.
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PARTICLE, WAVE, FIELD HEURISTIC PROCEDURE

Rhetoricians Alton Becker and Richard Young joined with

linguist Kenneth Pike to create a heuristic procedure for the

exploration of a subject (which they refer to as a"unit of

experience") during pre-writing.

Their procedure involves

changing the "perspectives" with which students view their
subjects.

Shifting perspectives, as we found with Burke's

pentad, involves a shifting back and forth between the left
and right hemispheres of the brain*

The heuristic which is

used during this shifting process provides structure for the

students* search and results in a wealth of material genera
ted during the pre-writing stage.

When students begin to explore a subject or unit of
experience, they should, according to Young, Becker, and
Pike, view that subject from three separate perspectives--as

a particle, as a wave, and as a field*

First, the unit would

be explored as a static, isolated entity--a "particle." From
this perspective, the unit would be logically, almost clin

ically, analyzed piece by piece using the analytic talents of

the left hemisphere.

Second, the unit would be explored as

a dynamic object or event--a "wave."

From this perspective,

the unit would be explored for change, requiring the right
hemisphere to perceive patterns of change as it begins to
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synthesize the new arrangement of information.

Third, the

unit would be explored as part of a larger context—a

"field."

To take the field perspective means to focus on the

relationship (patterns, structures, organizational princi
pies, networks, systems, and functions) that connect this
unit to other units in a larger system.

Once again, the

right hemisphere must form associations and create patterns

with the relationships formed.

Thus, the hemispheres become

cooperatively involved in this activity.
Viewing a unit of experience from these three perspec

tives would certainly increase the inforroation a student
could gather during pre-writing.

However, Young, Becker, and

Pike increase the potential of this heuristic search by
adding three characteristics for a unit which can be explored
within each perspective.

These three characteristics are the

contrastive features of the unit, the variant forms of the

unit, and the distributions of the unit in larger contexts.
The contrastive features focuses on how this unit differs

from everything else.

The variant forms deals with how much

the unit can change and still be itself.

Finally, the dis

tributions of the unit involves how the unit fits into larger
systems of which it is a part.

These three characteristics

are then combined with the three perspectives from which the
unit was explored.

To aid students in exploring these three characteristics

of a unit within the three perspectives of particle, wave,
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and field, Young, Becker, and Pike have created a set of

heuristic probes which ask specific questions for explora
tion.

All of the questions should be explored in each area

to allow for extensive search and a clear understanding of
the unit being explored.

In Rhetoric;

Discovery and Change, Young, Becker, and

Pike have combined all of their perspectives, characteris

tics, and heuristic probes into a chart.

This chart can

stimulate the right hemisphere by allowing students to holis

tically visualize this rather complex over-all heuristic

procedure.

It can also stimulate the left hemisphere by

allowing students to logically follow this step-byrstep
procedure through to its completion.

Without this chart as

a visual aid. Young, Becker, and Pike's procedure is confus
ing to students because of its complex, detailed operations.

However, when given this chart, students follow the heuris
tic procedure with relative ease and explore their subjects
thoroughly as they shift back and forth between the right
and left hemispheres of the brain.
of their chart.
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The following is a copy

PARTICLE

Contrast

Variation

Distribution

1) View the unit as

4) View the unit as

7) View the unit as

an isolated, statk

a specific variant

part of a larger

entity.

fdnn of the con

context.

cept, i.e., as one

What are its con

among a group of

trastive features,
. .. i.e., -the features: .

instances that il
lustrate the con

that differentiate
it

from

cept.

similar

What is the range

' things and .serve
to identif)' it?

of physical varia

How is it appro

priately or typi
cally classified?
What is- its typi-'
cal position in
a temporal se
quence? in space,

tion of the con

i.e., in a scene

cept,i.e.,how can

or geographical
array.In a system

instances
without

ing

vary
becom

of classes?

something

else?
WAVE

2) View the unit as

5) View the unit as

a dynamic ob|ecl

a dynamic proc

or event.

ess.

What

How is it chang
ing?

physkcd

features. distin

8) View the unit as

a part of a larger,
dynamic context
How does it in
teract with and

merge into its en

'guish it, from
similar objects or
events? In partic

vironment?

Are

its borders dearcut or indeter

, ular,. what is its

minate?

nucleus?

FIELD 3) View the unit as

6) View the unit as

an abstract,multi

a

multidimen

dimensionai sys

sional

tem.

system.

larger system.

How do particu

What is its posi
tion in the larger

. How are the com

ponents
ized

physical

9) View the unit as
an abstract sys

lar instances of

organ

the system vary?

in relation

to one another?

tem

within

a

system?
What
systemic features
and components
make it a part of

More specifically,
how are they re
lated by class,
in class systems,
in temporal se
quence, and in
space?

thelargersystem?

(Young, Becker and Pike, p. 127)
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CONCLUSIONS

Pre-writing should be a time for thinking before
writing--a time for one to uncover what is already known
about a topic and to discover what can be learned about that

topic.

Pre-writing should allow students to "let their minds

run wild" as they explore their topics for information and
areas of interest for their writing.

To guide this process

of discovervj students and teachers need to become aware of

specific rhetorical strategies for this pre-writing process.
Brain research is suggesting that each hemisphere of the
brain specializes in different functions and processes infor
mation in different ways but that hemispheric interplay and
crossover of hemispheric functions allow the hemispjheres to
cooperate with one another.

Studies have shown that lateral

dominance affects our functioning abilities within these
modes but that, with experience, everyone can learn to dr-aw
on the other non-dominant hemisphere of the brain more

effectively.

Since most students will perform better using

the functions and information processing modes of one hemi
sphere over the other, students and teachers need to be aware

of strategies which will capitalize on this hemispheric
strength and stimulate hemispheric cooperation.

For example,

if a student is strongly oriented to the visual-spatial mode
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of the right hemisphere and is, therefore experiencing dif
ficulty in learning the pre-writing left hemisphere strategy

of outlining in a sequential, linear fashion, he/she should
be allowed to work within the strengths of the visual-spatial

right hemisphere by using mapping techniques to "see" where
his/her writing is going.

Pre-writing rhetorical strategies

should take into account the hemisphericity of the brain.
More research needs to be done in the area of lateral

dominance, which, at this wrtting, is believed to be deter

mined before birth.

A major area of need is research in

determining if someone who has a strong dominance in one

hemisphere can build up the other hernisphere to an equal
strength.

For example, if someone shows dominance in the

left hemisphere, can he/she strengthen the right hemisphere's
functions and information processing modes to equal the
strength of the left hemisphere?

Further research should be conducted in unlocking the
pathways to the limbic system of the brain, that system which

controls the emotions.

Although some research has been done

over the past twenty years by behavioral scientists who wish
to alter behavior by controlling the limbic system, more
studies are needed to determine if, indeed, the emotions are

controlled by the right hemisphere, how they are controlled,
and hov; teachers of writing can tap ittto rhat emotiye system
during the writing process.
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The whole concept of writing as a mode of learning needs

to be further studied.

Lev Vygotsky opened up the possibil

ity of the relationship between thought and word as the key
to learning.

Janet Emig has studied student writers to

uncover the learning process of writing, especially that
learning triggered in the subconscious through emotions and
intuition.

More research needs to be done in these areas to

relate writing and learning by searching for ways to unlock

the subconscious mind during the writing process.
Cognitive psychologists continue to research modes of
cognition or learning styles.

Research needs to be Continued

in this area and joined with protocol research on writers so

that correlations can be drawn between modes of cognition and
the information processing modes of the hemispheres.

This

research would be of interest to teachers who teach a wide

variety of students whose learning raodalities and hemispheric
functions and processing modes differ extensively within any
given classroom.

Such research could lead to the creation

of teaching strategies for writing which would further stress
the cognitive and hemispheric strengths of students.

Aside from the need for further research, the immediate

need is for teachers end students of writing to become aware

of hemispheric differences and the reiationship these differ
ences have to the teaching of writing.

Teachers must teach

to those differences by presenting rhetorical strategies
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during pre-writing which will activate the functions and
information processing modes of both hemispheres.
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